Science:

Numeracy:

Living things and habitats.

Place value

Children will be sorting living things

Addition and subtraction using up to 4 digits using

into different groups and

formal written methods, estimation, number

Information texts developing their understanding

identifying characteristics. When

problems, missing numbers, problem solving using

of life in wartime Britain.

investigating the children will be

all 4 operations and inverses.

Texts: The Lion and the Unicorn and Tail-end

generating their own questions and

Developing the rapid recall of multiplication facts.

Charlie which is a good comic style books about the

recording observations made in a

Comparing geometric shapes and identifying

variety of ways.

symmetry. Measuring as part of Food Technology

Literacy:
Letters from evacuees back home. Children writing
diary pages about life in wartime Britain.

RAF.
Spelling, punctuation and grammar- continuous

and wartime recipes.

Guided and Individual reading- continuous

To read, write and convert between analogue and

Year 3 and 4

PSHE:

Summer 2018

Health and wellbeing. Talking about changes

Topic: War and Peace

(transition). Medicine, drugs and RSE.

digital 12/24 hour clocks.
Computing:
E-safety, coding and spreadsheets.

Music:
Exploring singing games. Children will also use
instruments to play the rhythm patterns
involved and to layer these rhythms to

Children will be making clear links
between the story of Noah and
the idea of a covenant.

Collage and textiles.

Children will be finding
WW2 and identifying

musical ensemble.
Gospel and the People of God.

Art:

War and Peace
out information about

create accompaniments.

RE:

History

PE:
Athletics,
swimming and
outdoor
games

countries involved. This

DT:
Food technology. Looking
at food hygiene and sweet

will be very much a cross

and savory foods.

curricular unit finding

Wartime recipes using

out about life in wartime

food rations.

Britain.

Geography:
Locating countries using maps. Developing
focus on Europe linking in with the History
theme of War and Peace.

